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LTS New Product Showcase Hits Home Run at ISC West 2016
LAS VEGAS, NV – April 13, 2016 – LTS exhibits at the country’s largest security tradeshow,
International Security Conference (ISC) West 2016, which thousands of security
professionals gather from across the world. During the three-day (Apr 6-8) event in Las
Vegas, LTS revealed an array of new technology benefits in both IP and HD-TVI.
Many attendees took advantage of this show to meet with LTS specialists to discuss
business opportunities and valuable LTS product information including: HD-TVI, 4K, POS,
and IP. “New product announcements have been well received that’s evident in the foot traffic in
our booth, which is the best we’ve seen,” said Thomas Chapman, LTS Senior Regional Sales.
With growing industry demands, new products equipped with cutting edge technology are
becoming more substantial in the market. To meet these standards, LTS introduced its allnew IP cameras: the IP67 Ultra Low Light & Anti-Corrosion Network IP camera, the MultiSenor Panoramic Dome IP camera, and the 12.3MP Fisheye Network IP camera.
Bridging the gap between platform limitations, LTS features two of its many integration
partners: Control4 and Milestone giving LTS IP cameras a larger selection for more project
opportunities.
Dealers and integrators caught a glimpse of our enhanced new 5MP IP cameras. Offering
wider coverage of surroundings, increase image quality with recordings of
2560x1920@20fps. The cameras capture superior forensic details powerful enough to meet
the demands of high end markets available in popular traditional housings including turret,
dome, and bullet.
LTS features its Platinum Enterprise 256 Channel NVR that boasts TV wall feature for
control centers to identify incidents faster. Our LTN89XX series reduces bandwidth and
increases storage capacity by half with supported H.264 Zip+ technology as well as H.265
ready.

Platinum 3MP cameras were introduced to our roster of HD-TVI solutions, bringing finer
detail quality at 2052x1536P. These cameras are expected to open opportunities and extend
value to installers and integrators’ portfolios whose projects require higher resolution than
the HD 1080P in the analog world.
LTS products are truly a breakthrough this year for security professionals giving customers
more solutions for any project. Security professionals attain a durable product, exceptional
service, and reliable technical support.
About LTS
LT Security Inc. is a leader in video surveillance solutions in the category surveillance cameras
and network video recorder. LTS is a U.S. based company with well-developed collaboration
partners, and acts independently via nine nationwide branch offices. Majority of LTS growth is
generated by the full video product line; network cameras, NVRs, high definition analog, HDTVI
cameras and DVRs, PTZ, accessories and free application software. For More information, visit
www.ltsecurityinc.com
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